6-Time Loser Gets Parole OK In 11 Days

By MARVIN TAYLOR

A man who has been turned down more than any other prisoner in California for parole and who has spent more time in prison than the average number of life sentences served in a state prison has been released from prison.

Mr. Smith, who is 61 years old, was released from San Quentin State Prison on Tuesday after 20 years in prison. He had previously been denied parole three times.

The decision was made by the California Board of Parole Hearings, which said Smith had demonstrated good behavior during his time in prison and had shown remorse for his crimes.

Mr. Smith was convicted of murder in 1963 and served 18 years before being released on parole. He was returned to prison in 1982 after being convicted of additional crimes.

Family Of Slain Boy Asks Probe

Dr. John P. Sullivan, a coroner investigator, said that the death of a 12-year-old boy who was found dead in a suitcase at a San Francisco hotel had been ruled a homicide.

The boy, who was visiting San Francisco from his home city of Chicago, was reported missing by his parents. A search was conducted, but the boy's body was not found until it was discovered in the suitcase.

The coroner said the boy had been strangled and that the case was being investigated as a homicide.

New York Vote Goes McGovern

Senator Sweeps Primary

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — Gov. Gordon B. Amsden, a Democrat, won the New York Senate primary Tuesday night and is the favorite to replace retiring Republican Sen. Alphonse J. Avella in November.

Amsden, who won the primary with 55 percent of the vote, will face Republican challenger Robert J. Dwyer in the general election.

Amsden is considered a moderate Democrat and has been a strong supporter of education and health care reform.

Sooner Visit's On Again

The Oklahoma Journal

Top Of The Morning

ROBERT GORDON

About the Sooners woman who wins the card game to see who the next scorer will be.

There's no such thing as being in a game.

Who are you?

You have no idea how many more things you want to do.

NO MATTER WHAT
da best rain was the "C" in the news.

I don't know if I can do anything.

Curtis M. (the bear) is not a bear.

I don't know if I can do anything.

THIRTY, MAN, THIRSTY

People have been hitting me off at the bar, but I don't know what to do.

It's been a long time since I was in a bar.

Sassy Pachys Run Race

STEVIE SULLIVAN

People are saying that I'm going to go.

I'm not sure if I can go.

I don't know what to do.

Sinatra Not Allowed To Retire

Vernon Scott

HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Frank Sinatra has retired from show business, he said Saturday night, saying it's too painful to continue.

It's been rumored that he was in poor health and was considering a career move into politics.

It was reported that he has been visited by doctors and other medical personnel at his home in Los Angeles.

But the singer said he was not retiring and that he was just taking some time off to rest.

Editors' Note: This is the last of three articles on the rise of Frank Sinatra who has faced a storm of controversy in recent years.
St. Thomas...Wares Of World
Some Tourists Skirt Shops
For Beaches Of St. John

Julia Albin Dies, Last Rites Today
Hopefuls Address Mayors

Couple Say Nuptial Vows in Churches
Thomson-Kerning

Bridal Notes...
Miss Jernigan To Be Feted

Polly's Painters...
Leopard-Fur Sofa Cleaning Problem

Doll Club Plans Meeting

U.S. Terms To Be Key Truce Factor

Hospital Obstacle Course

Elie Says Majority Of Cases Routine
Services Are Set For Youth

Money, Banker Missing

Lower Farm Quality Seen
National Briefs

Child Care Bill Passed

Thompson's Due At Club

Heap Show To Appear

Holden's Heading For Isle

World Briefs

Total Test Ban Backed

GOSSIP

COLLUM

Movie Firm Hailed

As Boon To State

Want Action? Here It Is!

2 Hits

"The Artiest Chance Sequence Since Silent Films"

Ecaterin Bows Chiconos

Thursday is Day

"Finks" To Parley

Astronomy Class Slated

Arms Toll Rises

Arab Attack Tourist Bus

Cooper: "We're Rated X, Baby!"

Hong Kong Toll Rises

I'm To The Rescue of the 133,000,000 People of China

Gunpowder Gang on the Loose

Mollie Makes It

U.N. Urges Hijack Action

Borges Unloading Cargo

Earl Has Loyal Friends

Cha-Cha Schreiber Knows

BOSSY BOYS "AMERICA'S MOST DESIREABLE LADIES"

Gloria Halliday, Ruth Estes, Jeanna Stearns, Helen Novak, Patsy Driscoll, etc.

THE FRENCH CONNECTION

The Only Point of Focus!

Vanishing Point

Vanishing Point

Being the adventures of a young man whose principal interests are ultra-violence and Beethoven.

Nicholas and Alexandra

Stanley Kubrick's

Clockwork Orange

OKLA. CITY PREMIERE-EXCLUSIVE FIRST RUN

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

Starts Today-May Theatre

SHUTS MARCH 31ST
Editorials

Oklahoma and Religion

While America historically has been a nation of religious pluralism, the situation today is far from ideal. The separation of church and state, which has been a cornerstone of American democracy, is often undermined by the influence of religion in public life. The recent rash of anti-religious lawsuits in Oklahoma highlights the ongoing struggle to maintain a balance between religious freedom and the secular duties of government.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Quotation

"It is not power that corrupts but the lack of it." — Lord Acton

Undeceived Tone

The recent passage of a new tax bill has raised concerns about the potential for increased government control. Despite the objections of some, the bill has been signed into law, and it is now up to the courts to determine its constitutionality.

State Editors Say

Andover Lines Walk In Library

Robert S. Elegant

Power Balance Changing

Tom Braden

Israel Diplomat In Deep Trouble

Billy Graham

Though

Your Money's Food

Food's A Bargain

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Justice Aware Charges Fragile

Divergent Roles

Tax Ratios Growing Apart, Study Shows

Indian Rips BIA Policies

Mayor's Return 600-Mile Trip

Probation, Jail Term Given In Drug Cases

Robbery-Attack Nets 50 Years
Adams To Announce Future Plans July 5

Aeros Slip Past 89ers

Carty Getting A 2nd Chance

Nicklaus Wins Open: So What Else Is New?

McBride Wins On KO

Cubs Romp, 15-8
Supreme Court’s Baseball Decision Copout

Brewers Smash White Sox, Wood

FMC Scores 7-2 Victory

Odds Of Slam Rated At 24-1

Market Summaries

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange
August's Draft Call Is 8,900

Washington (1775) - The lightning service now at short notice was at once called for to supply the forces with 1,000 rifles to equip the soldiers in the draft of August 1972, the highest monthly draft call in more than 5 years.

It was announced that the men in the draft were conscripted to supply the need for these rifles, and that the draft would continue as long as needed.

The draft was to continue until the need for rifles was met, and that the men would be provided with the necessary training to meet the needs of the forces.

Wallace's Condition Reported As Good

Mr. Wallace's condition is reportedly improving, according to reports from the hospital.

The doctors stated that Mr. Wallace is responding well to treatment and that his condition is improving daily.

The hospital has been working tirelessly to ensure that Mr. Wallace receives the best possible care.

INTRODUCING Sears New Silent Guard with STEEL BELLS

Sears

reassert your faith in

AMERICA

the Oklahoma Journal will reproduce the DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE with the signature of individuals and company personnel on July 4, 1972.

Total Cost $1.50

STEEL BELTS Plus 2 Polyester Cord Plies

Guaranteed To Wear For a Full 40 Months!

TWO BELTS of Steel: Provide Increased Shielding Against Road Hazards for Greater Safety

STEEL BELTS will make passing the power window. A cost-saving, power steering system gives greater efficiency and ram property. Sears own polyester cord materials ensure long life. Sears is the only manufacturer of two steel belts and polyester cord. Sears makes the complete line of automotive belts.

STEEL BELTS will make passing the power window. A cost-saving, power steering system gives greater efficiency and ram property. Sears own polyester cord materials ensure long life. Sears is the only manufacturer of two steel belts and polyester cord. Sears makes the complete line of automotive belts.

STEEL BELTS will make passing the power window. A cost-saving, power steering system gives greater efficiency and ram property. Sears own polyester cord materials ensure long life. Sears is the only manufacturer of two steel belts and polyester cord. Sears makes the complete line of automotive belts.

Sears

SAVE 25%! Dynaglas Silent Guard

Two fiber glass belts beneath the tread for superior traction. Four polyester corded plies for strength and smooth riding comfort.